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Graphics are one of the most effective ways to persuade the customer to select your solution. Graphics convey
both facts and emotion, equally important aspects of effective persuasion.
High-level readers of proposals, those either
making or influencing the selection decision,
often only skim proposals, looking at the
graphics that stand out, then reading the
captions, headings, highlight statements, and
the executive summary. These readers must be
able to see why you should be selected without
reading body text.
Graphics have a
multiplier effect on
your message. Done
well, your message is
remembered vividly;
done poorly, and your
message is obliterated.

Evaluators reviewing each question and
requirement will often get together and ask two
questions:
• “Did anyone find anything about . . . ?”
• “Which proposal is the best proposal?”
Effective graphics leave overall positive
impressions and can make it easy for evaluators
to find detailed answers to questions.
Studies of retention show that after a single
reading, evaluators will remember twice as
much of what they see in a graphic as what
they read in text. In addition, when evaluators
both see and read the same point, they recall
six times as much. The key elements in
retention were repetition and dual modes of
acquisition.
Writers of winning proposals tend to both
visualize and state why they should be selected.

Too many proposal writers still think that
their customers are different, that their readers
might be turned off by graphics. Such writers
justify their lack of graphics with statements
like, “Our evaluators are scientists, engineers, or
accountants. They just want the facts.”
Graphics done well are the facts. Poor,
inappropriate graphics are an insult to the
evaluator.
Today’s readers see professional graphics in
business documents, magazines, newspapers,
TV, and movies. They expect similar quality
graphics in professional proposals.
The wide availability of high-quality graphics,
graphics generation software, and color
printers make it feasible to create eye-catching,
professional graphics and integrate them into
proposal text.
The most successful sales people save time
and stay on message by using similar graphics
throughout the sales cycle. Reuse essentially
the same graphics in sales presentations, white
papers, executive summaries, proposals, and
finals or short list briefings. Repetition increases
retention. Just adapt graphics to the situation
and medium.

Graphics
1. Select or create graphics that demonstrate your understanding, emphasize your
strategy, and highlight your discriminators.
2. Conceive the graphics before you write the text.
3. Select graphics that best support your message.
4. Design or modify graphics until they are understandable by all evaluators.
5. Keep graphics simple, uncluttered, and easy to read, with one key idea per graphic.
6. Introduce graphics in the text before they appear in the proposal.
7. Integrate graphics into the text.
8. Orient graphics vertically.
9. Minimize cumbersome foldouts.
10. Minimize text in graphics. Concentrate text in an action caption.
11. Number graphics in order of appearance in major sections.
12. Include an interpretative action caption with every graphic.
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1

Customers seek
benefits and care
relatively little about
the process as long as
you appear to have a
method to deliver the
benefits.

Select or create graphics that demonstrate your understanding, emphasize your strategy,
and highlight your discriminators.
One of the best ways to demonstrate your
understanding of the customer’s needs is to
visualize what is possible if your solution is
selected. People buy benefits, not features, so
visualize the benefits—similar to the following
good examples:

Visualize your discriminators to help evaluators
remember your differences, while associating
your discriminators with the benefits to their
organization.
Side-by-side comparisons are particularly
effective in highlighting discriminators:

Laundry soap commercials show happy people
going somewhere in clean clothes.

• Current process/proposed process

Restaurants show diners enjoying themselves.

• Old product/new product

Cell phone ads show people talking excitedly, with
smiles on their faces, or a person getting help in an
emergency.

A photo in an aircraft engine proposal showed
a huge, complicated engine with a seven-piece
tool kit in the foreground. An informative
caption emphasized that the engine could be
maintained with the seven tools.
When selling aircraft to the Army, a seller’s
photo showing battle-ready troops storming
out of the aircraft is far more effective than a
clean photo of the aircraft without troops.
When selling complex technologies and
services, helping the customer visualize what
will happen, as shown in figure 1, is usually
more effective than describing your approach
in dense text. Note the benefits in the caption.
Customers are usually purchasing an
improvement in their current process. Show
potential process improvements in graphs,
charts, sketches, or photos. Even when
competitors offer the same solution, the one
presented graphically appears superior.

• Complex process/simplified process
• Side-by-side graphs, bar, or pie charts
• Side-by-side scrap bins
Note the side-by-side comparison in figure 2 that
compares the current and proposed alignment
of a highway. Even the captions are separate to
heighten the contrast.
Because graphics are highly emphatic, use them
to convey important information. Do not insert
graphics to break up the text.
The following examples represent poor ways
graphics have been used:
A proposal graphic occupied an entire page
showing a single finger pressing a single button on
a phone set.
Proposals include clichéd clip art sketches of
clasped hands to represent a proposed partnership
(even when not requested), a light bulb to
represent a good idea, or smiley faces to represent
happy users.

Clip art can be used in graphics but must be
used carefully. Note how relatively simple clip
art is used effectively in figure 3 to depict how
to brew at home.

Heater
Thermostat Hose
Reservoir
Pressure
cap

Radiator
Belts
Hoses

Fan
Cooler

Figure 1. Inside Your Cooling System. You achieve high reliability and minimal maintenance
with modern auto cooling systems. As your engine reaches its optimal operating temperature, the
thermostat opens, permitting hot coolant to flow out of the engine block and through the radiator.
The relatively cool outside air lowers the coolant temperature before cycling it back to the engine. The
heater is essentially another small radiator, which radiates heat to the air inside the car.
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Big Fish Canyon Road
No Tunnel
Option

Tunnel Option

Brew your own soda
Making soda is easy and inexpensive. You can make soda with the same equipment
you use to brew beer. Here’s how to make root beer.
Stir in 1 tablespoon of
➤ Use plastic soda bottles not glass
root beer extract and
➤ Bottles must be cleaned and
then add the remianing
sanitized prior to each use
water. Stir well.
Let pot cool and add 1/8
teaspoon of champagne
yeast to the pan. Stir until
the yeast is completely
dissolved.

ts

Root Beer Soda Ingredien

1 cup white sugar
1-1/2 cup brown sugar
rin
2 tablespoons malto dext
extract
1 tablespoon root beer
yeast
e
pagn
cham
n
1/8 teaspoo
1 gallon of cold water

Boiling and sanitizing
Use soap and water to clean all equipment.
Rinse well with boiling water.

Brewing Root Beer Soda
Fill a one gallon container with cold
water. Remove 1 cup of water from
the jug and throw it away.
Pour 4 cups of water
from the container
into a large pot and
begin to heat it.

This is the Department of Fish
and Game’s road proposal,
which avoids tunneling but
has more sharp curves that
increase the risk of accidents
and slow traffic.

This is the Department of
Transportation’s road proposal,
which will tunnel through the
canyon’s steep sidewalls and
increase soil erosion, stream
pollution, and cost.

Figure 2. Side-by-Side Comparisons Emphasize
Differences. Graphics, like the one above, are
effective to contrast the current versus proposed
approach, alternative approaches, or your approach
versus a competitor’s approach.

2
See Storyboards and
Mockups.

Bottling the Root Beer
Use a funnel to fill 7 16oz. bottles.
Make sure you pour the root beer into
the bottles so that there is about 1-1/4
inch of air space left in the neck of the
bottle.
Fill a used plastic soda bottle in the
same way.

Add the white sugar,
brown sugar,
and malto
dextrin to the pot. Stir
until the sugars are
dissolved. Turn off the
heat.

Seal the bottles tightly and store them
for one week at room temperature.
Check the carbonation by squeezing
the plastic soda bottle. When it is hard,
the soda is done and must be refrigerated. Refrigerate for at least 1 week
before serving.

Figure 3. Use Clip Art Carefully. Considering that many books
have been written on home brewing, the relative simplicity of the
graphics and text creates the impression that the task is both well
understood by the writer and likely to be completed successfully.
Note how the slight rotation of the recipe card heightens interest as
do the mugs behind the step numbers.

Conceive the graphics before you write the text.
Create graphics first. Write the text last. Do
the things first that will have the greatest
persuasive impact on the evaluator.
Preparing graphics first is a huge time
saver, often cutting writing time by onethird. Everyone wants to wordsmith text.
A graphic is either correct or not. After
completing the graphics, writers often find
they have much less text to write.

Beware of black ice

Black ice is invisible. If drivers fail to recognize it and drive at
normal speeds, serious accidents can occur.
How to deal with black ice:
➤ Allow enough time to stop
➤ Drive at a slower speed
➤ Apply brakes sooner than normal

➤ Allow plenty of space between you
and other vehicles
Rain, dripping trees, or
melting snow make a road wet
The water on the road
freezes

Black ice forms and
turns roads into slippery
stretches

Pavement looks dry
but appears darker
in color

If text is drafted before the graphic is
developed, most writers stubbornly resist
deleting the now-redundant text.
Proposals often contain long descriptions
of processes that would be better depicted
in a graphic. Figure 4 shows how black ice
forms on roadways. Text descriptions could
take pages. The graphic uses a fraction of the
page and is clear.
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Figure 4. Depict Processes Graphically. This
four-part graphic explains a process much more
easily, clearly, and briefly than could be done using
only text. Prepare similar graphics to explain complex
technical processes and eliminate the cumbersome
and ineffective text descriptions that most sellers use.
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Many proposals are for technical services.
The written descriptions of these services are
frequently too complex to be understood, and
the complexity suggests greater risk.
Instead, depict your service processes
graphically as shown in figure 5. Often the only
discriminator among contractors is the clarity of
the explanations of their services.

1. Disconnect

2. Move

3. Reconnect

4. Test

Another bonus—you can reuse these graphics
in every proposal for the same services and
eliminate pages of boring text.
Evaluators often say, “We looked at the tables,
charts, and graphics first. If we found the
answers, we did not bother to read the text.”
The entire storyboarding process used to create
winning proposals is focused on designing
proposal sections graphically in response to the
bid request and then conceiving appropriate
graphics.

Reliable 4-step Equipment Move Process. Simple and
proven processes are more reliable. Our technicians disconnect equipment, labeling cables as needed to simplify
reconnection. During the move, all equipment is packed
to prevent damage. Technicians reconnect each item and
completely test the equipment to ensure operators can
immediately resume productive work.

Figure 5. Use Graphics to Sell Your Processes.
This graphic shows an excellent way to eliminate
tiresome prose or bullet points describing a process.
Once developed, graphics like this can be used
in multiple proposals. Clarity implies simplicity,
which suggests low risk.

3

Select graphics that best support your message.
The type of graphic you select should depend
on the point you want to make with the
evaluator. Figure 6 summarizes which types
of graphics can be used to best support your
message.
Do not select graphics simply because they
are available. Keep the following selection
guidelines in mind:
• Charts show relationships or the flow
between items.
• Graphs show correlations, trends, or
comparisons, depending on whether it is
a line, bar, or pie graph.

• Maps and drawings show relationships,
often to scale.
• Tables emphasize actual numbers. When
the absolute value of the number is
most important, use a table. When a
comparison or trend is most important,
use a graph.
For example, when discussing your salary, do
you want to see a graph (trends in salaries)
or the amount you will be paid (table of
comparable salaries)? For most, comparability is
more important than the trend. If you start low
enough, the trend looks great, but you are still
underpaid.

• Photos show realism, that the item exists.
• Illustrations show specific features and
eliminate extraneous detail that could be
confusing in a photograph.
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TYPES
OF
GRAPHIC
Bar
Graph

Advantage Cause/ Chronology Compare/ Costs
Disadvantage Effect
Contrast Prices
1
1

✔

✔

✔

✔

Decisions
Alternatives

Organizational Processes
Relationships

Policies
Procedures

✔

Blueprint

Trends

✔
✔

Combination

✔

Flow
Chart
Illustration

✔

Line
Graph

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

2

✔3

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

Photograph

✔

Pie Graph

✔

✔

✔

2

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
2

✔

Map/Site
Plan

✔

2

✔
✔

✔

Schematic
Drawing
Table

Designs
Components

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Tree
Diagram

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

1 Almost any side-by-side comparison can show advantages/disadvantages.
2 Photographs or illustrations can be presented in a series.

3 Excellent cost combinations are tables with an inset graph, or a graph with an inset table.

Figure 6. Support Your Strategy with Appropriate Graphics. Different types or styles of graphics will
support your strategy, purpose, or intent better than others. Use this table to help you select more appropriate
graphics. The footnotes offer further recommendations.

4
See Executive Summary.

Design or modify graphics until they are understandable by all evaluators.
Choose graphics that are appropriate to the
readers of that section of the proposal. Executive
summary graphics must be understandable by
all potential readers, including non-technical
ones.
Within a proposal and within proposal sections,
you can increase the technical complexity of
both graphics and text. Begin with a succinct,
clear summary that is broadly understandable.
Then increase the complexity as needed to
satisfy your more technical evaluators. The less
technical evaluators will have quit reading and
jumped to the next section. Apply this guideline
to both graphics and text.

5

Some of the most useful stock materials for
a proposal writer are boilerplate graphics.
But always tailor boilerplate graphics for the
evaluators of each proposal.

Keep graphics simple, uncluttered, and easy to read, with one key idea per graphic.
Like good paragraphs, good graphics have one
key point. If you realize that you have several
points, divide them into several graphics.
When brainstorming graphics, ask yourself these
questions:
• What is the overall point I am trying to
make?
• What is the most important idea that I
must communicate?
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While highly technical proposal sections will
have more complex, technical graphics, only
include sufficient technical detail to make them
correct. Proposals are not technical treatises, and
readers often perceive overly technical graphics
as technical arrogance.

• What is the central concept?
• How are we different in this area?
• What is unique, desirable, or beneficial?
Many large organizations bidding government
programs have prepared elaborate macro
graphics that portray the entire program. These
graphics are understandable after they have been
explained for 30 minutes. They do not work well
in a proposal with a single paragraph caption.
Copyright 2016 Shipley Associates. All Rights Reserved.
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Very few evaluators have the patience to figure
them out.

See Customer Focus.

Keep the 10-Second Rule in mind. If evaluators
cannot get the point in 10 seconds, they will
turn the page. Does the graphic in figure 7 pass
the 10-Second Rule with you?

Complex graphics
become clearer over
time—to the seller.
Few customers give
a complex graphic
more than 10 seconds
before turning the
page or tuning out.

Graphics
The final series of 14 charts told the management
story simply and convincingly. Each graphic had
an extended caption, some taking 1/4 to 1/3 of a
page. No additional body text was needed beyond
the section summary and introduction.

Some graphics cannot be saved; they must be
reconceived and recreated, as shown in figures
8 and 9. In figure 8, the help desk process is
outlined in the smallest type. The circle suggests
a continuous cycle, and the graphic is cluttered
with numerous department names.
The intent was to emphasize that a single call
would lead to the resolution of a customer’s
problem. Figure 9 emphasizes the single call to
the help desk while downplaying the source
of help. Figure 8 is seller focused; figure 9 is
customer focused.
To reduce rework, decide on the finished size
of your graphic before it is drawn. Frequently,
graphics are drawn in one size, then reduced to
fit, making lettering hard to read or line width
inappropriate.
When writers have graphics assistance, ask each
writer to specify an approximate finished size,
such as full-page, half-page, or quarter-page.
Alternatively, specify column inches, depending
on your page design.

See Color.

Figure 7. Use the 10-Second Rule to check
Your Graphics. All but your most technical
graphics should pass the 10-Second Rule. Did
the graphic capture your interest? Did you get the
message within 10 seconds?

Well-designed graphics have a foreground,
middle-ground, and background. Foreground
objects are centered or slightly off-center, appear
in front, have greater line width, or are more
visible through the use of color or size.

A better approach is to explain complex
concepts through a series of graphics that build
to your point.

Middle-ground items show the overall object
or concept. These items are usually sketched
with medium-weight lines and are less brightly
colored.

A proposal writer was assigned to explain the
management structure for a 2,600-employee
contractor-operated government facility. He
developed a five-page foldout that extended from
the company president to first-level supervisors and
through all 12 business units. The draft caption title
was, “Top Management Visibility.”
The complexity of the organization chart and
the large number of levels between the president
and the proposed organization contradicted the
message in the caption.

Background items are used to establish context,
enhance realism, and add balance. Background
items are behind or to the side of fore- and
middle-ground objects and are sketched with
lighter, narrower lines in more neutral colors.
Nothing stands out when graphics are drawn
with the same line width and color throughout,
as illustrated in the poor graphic in figure 10.

The fix was one graphic showing the senior
management link to the proposed facility manager,
a second graphic showing the 12 operating
departments, and a third graphic showing each
department.
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Resolves problem

Customer(Experiences problem)
ACME
Assist

Software Support

Tech Support

(Identifies
problem)

Security

Software
Support

Network
Support

Tech
Support

ACME
Help Desk
(Dispatches
problem)

Network Support

Security
ACME
Help Desk

(Resolves Problem)

(Identifies and
dispatches problem)

Customer

(Experiences problem)

Help Desk Process
Figure 8. Seller-Focused Graphic with “Horse Caption.” If
you bother to figure out this graphic, you might get the impression
that calling the seller’s help desk leads to a runaround response.
While perhaps realistic, this was not the message intended.

Responsive Help Desk Process. Any user experiencing a
problem makes a single call to the ACME help desk. The
ACME operator can identify and solve most problems.
Some problems will require the assistance of other support
experts, but all assistance is managed through the help
desk to minimize the need to make callers start over with
each new expert.

Figure 9. Customer-Focused Graphic with an Action
Caption. In contrast to figure 8, the title adds “responsive”
to emphasize the benefit to the customer. The action caption
explains the process, including features and benefits.
Doorshop
Guidance Testing
Assembly Room

Warm Air
Duct

Battery
Glide Patch Ground Lights
Changer
Light
Torque Inducers Outside
Hanger (7 in NO.)

Starboard Deck Filling
Torque Inducer (Below Deck)

EMI Junction
9x7 Beveled MBS
Cmopartment
Underground Lift

Horizontal Patch
Safety Harness Holding Area

Gas and Air Reservoir
Waterworks Line

Figure 10. Poorly Designed Graphic. The uniform line width, lack of color, and excessive
labeling of irrelevant details ensure that nothing stands out. The complete lack of a caption in the
original graphic ensured that the evaluator did not get the point intended.

6

Introduce graphics in the text before they appear in the proposal.
Introduce every graphic in the text before it
appears in the proposal. Readers encountering
a graphic that has not been introduced may get
confused.
Introduce the graphic by telling how it fits with
or supports other proposal content. You do not
have to repeat the content of the graphic in your
text. For reinforcement, make the same point in
different words.

Make your introduction informative and
specific:
Figure 3 indicates how we helped a major services
company in Sweden raise its capture percentage to
68 percent.
Our 24 x 7 national call center in Salt Lake City is
shown in figure 4.

Avoid noninformative introductions like this:
See figure 5.
Our organization chart can be found in figure 6.
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Like a good action caption, a good introduction
puts the spin on the graphic that you want,
helping the evaluator interpret its meaning.
While we joke about political spin doctors,
action captions put the spin on our graphics.

See Action Captions,
Executive Summary, and
Page and Document
Design.

Another exception might be when a graphic
appears at the top of a page in a new section or
in the left-hand margin. Also avoid unnecessarily
breaking columns of text to insert a graphic if
the reader could be confused about where to read
next. Such confusion is common in proposals
with multiple column page designs, as illustrated
in figure 11.

7
See Appendices.

?

Recognize some exceptions where graphics
may not be introduced in prior text. With
careful page design, graphics can be so well
integrated into the text that introductions can
be omitted. A professional executive summary
is the most likely part of a proposal to meet this
criterion. Eliminating introductions of graphics
in proposals is higher risk than in other business
documents because the writing and production
are done by different individuals under tight
time constraints.

North
Salt Lake

Mountain
Reservoir

Salt Lake
City
Millcreek
South
Salt Lake

Parleys
Canyon

Holladay

Taylorsville

Figure 11. Where to Next? Minimize evaluator
confusion by placing the graphic at the top or
bottom of the page. Placing graphics in the middle
of text columns as shown may confuse your readers.

Integrate graphics into the text.
To enable evaluators to refer to a graphic
without turning the page, place graphics on the
same or the facing page. Evaluators asked to turn
to another page, or worse, an appendix, usually
do not.

Technical and scientific writers traditionally
place all graphics at the back for the
convenience of the writer. Make your proposal
easy to read for the evaluator by integrating your
graphics into the text.

Avoid referring to graphics as a group:
Our approach to facility construction is shown in
figures 1 through 14.

8

Orient graphics vertically.

9

Minimize cumbersome foldouts.

Design your proposal to enable the evaluator
to read it without rotating or steering the book.
Avoid any action that interrupts the flow of
ideas from the document to the reader.

Foldouts have numerous drawbacks:
• Take extra time for the evaluator to unfold
and refold
• Make your proposal look much thicker
• Lead to larger, complex graphics that are
harder to understand
• Often get torn, removed, or lost from
handling

Copyright 2016 Shipley Associates. All Rights Reserved.

If you have numerous graphics better suited to a
horizontal or landscape page, consider orienting
the entire volume in the same direction. Cost
volumes full of spreadsheets are a common
example.

• Require a separate production process
followed by error prone insertion in each
volume at the last minute
Use foldouts when needed, typically for the
following types of graphics:
•
•
•
•

Project schedules
Staffing charts
Cross-reference matrices
Engineering drawings
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Minimize text in graphics. Concentrate text in an action caption.
Concentrate the text with your primary
message in the action caption where you can
use word processing tools like spellcheck,
search, and replace. Production costs are also
reduced by letting word processing handle the
text and letting the artists do graphics.
Excess text clutters the graphic and distracts
from the message intended. Figure 10 is an
example of text cluttering a graphic with the
excessive numbers of labels.
Insert keys and legends that enable evaluators
to understand the graphic, but try to group
them to reduce clutter rather than inserting
them wherever you have space.

and organized for maximum clarity. Note the
simplicity of the graphics in figure 12.
While having skilled graphics support is a great
aid to preparing winning proposals, you can use
relatively simple graphics to attract a reader’s
attention, as shown in figure 12. Anyone can
find a picture of a car. The car attracts the
reader; the text conveys the message.
Another exception is shown in figure 3 where
a visual page is inserted as a graphic. Consider
the following similar examples, all used in
proposals:
• Table of Contents—to show the contents
of a plan

When given the choice of using direct labels
on items or a key, use direct labels unless the
excessive number of labels clutters the graphic.
Remove labels from items not being addressed.

• Letter of Commendation—to show
excellent, relevant experience

By minimizing text in graphics, graphics are
easier to tailor for subsequent proposals without
embarrassing inclusions of the wrong client or
product name.

• Procedure—to show an approach or
evidence of a proven approach

Minimizing text in graphics is a guideline with
many exceptions. The graphic in figure 12 has
extensive text, however, the text is grouped

• Sidebar—to label specialized content

• Certificate—to show compliance with
established standards

• Template/Form—to demonstrate the item
already exists

How it
Works

The Mapper System uses dead
reckoning techniques to establish
your vehicle’s exact location.

The System
•
•
•
•
•

Dashboard display unit with eight input keys
Five-inch flat panel, full-color LCD screen
Cartridge containing operating software and help system
Compact GPS (Global Positioning System) antenna
Small dashboard computer

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Get real-time information
Put in request and get instant vocal directions
Find out how to shorten routes
Learn about points of interest, emergency services, airports,
and banks

What the system monitors
•
•
•
•

GPS antenna signals
Road speed
Travel direction
Internal gyroscope signals

Figure 12. No Artist—Still No Excuse. Some graphics just draw attention to the text message. In
this example, any car graphic (including clip art) would have worked. Do not let the lack of a skilled
artist stop you from using graphics in proposals.
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11

Number graphics in order of appearance in major sections.
To make evaluation easy, refer to all graphics
as figures or exhibits and number them
consecutively within major sections of your
proposal.
Refer to both tables and figures as figures. With
many forms of blended graphics, such as tables
inserted within a figure, adopt a single naming
convention to simplify the process for both the
evaluator and yourself.
In a short proposal, label all graphics
consecutively. In proposals with multiple
sections, label them consecutively within
sections. Use the section number, an en dash,
then the figure number.
Figure 3–2. Informative Title. Full sentence(s) action
caption.

To facilitate matching graphics with section
drafts, use the complete section number during

12

DURING PROPOSAL
DEVELOPMENT

DURING PRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3.2.4-1

Figure 3–10

Figure 3.2.4-2

Figure 3–11

Figure 3.2.4-3

Figure 3–12

Place a complete list of all figures at the
beginning of your proposal, immediately after
the table of contents.
In multivolume proposals, place a list of figures
in every separate binder. Include either the
complete list of all figures in the proposal or just
the figures contained in that volume. Place the
list of figures immediately behind the table of
contents for each volume.

Include an interpretative action caption with every graphic.
Action captions interpret the graphic for the
evaluator. They impart your spin.
All action captions include three parts:
1. Figure number

See Action Captions
and Features,
Advantages, and
Benefits.

proposal development. Then simplify section
numbers when control of section drafts is
transitioned to the production coordinator.

2. Informative heading
3. Complete sentence(s) explaining the relevance
of the graphic to the evaluator, including both
benefits and features

Some graphics are simply inappropriate for the
proposal. Figure 13 shows appropriate (on the
left) and inappropriate (on the right) graphics
for a project management process.

Sometimes a caption cannot save a graphic. The
graphic in figure 8 has a horse caption. Even if
the caption in figure 9 is used with the figure
8 graphic, the graphic is still not effective.
The primary focus is on the seller and not the
customer.
The message intended is redrawn and
accompanied by a more effective caption in
figure 9. When graphics just do not seem
to work, even with a good action caption,
reconceive the message intended.

Management
Production Purchasing IT Services

Sales

Figure 13. Select Appropriate Graphics. In a proposal section for project management, the left graphic is more
appropriate than the right graphic. The graphic on the right shows an elementary solution only and implies a lack of
understanding of the need for personal interface with knowledgeable experts.
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